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USING GROUPS FOR INVESTIGATING REWRITE SYSTEMS

PATRICK DEHORNOY

Abstract. We describe several technical tools that prove to be efficient for
investigating the rewrite systems associated with a family of algebraic laws,
and might be useful for more general rewrite systems. These tools consist
in introducing a monoid of partial operators, listing the monoid relations ex-
pressing the possible local confluence of the rewrite system, then introducing
the group presented by these relations, and finally replacing the initial rewrite
system with a internal process entirely sitting in the latter group. When the
approach can be completed, one typically obtains a practical method for con-
structing algebras satisfying prescribed laws and for solving the associated
word problem.

Introduction

Let L be a family of algebraic laws, typically associativity, commutativity, dis-
tributivity, etc., involving a certain signature F , and let X be an infinite set of
variables. By associating with every law l = r of L the two rules l → r and r → l,
we obtain a rewrite system RL on the family of all F -terms constructed on X .
The aim of this paper is to present a general method for investigating the rewrite
systems of the form RL by introducing an associated monoid or group. This ap-
proach proved to be useful for various systems RL, and it might be relevant for
more general rewrite systems, typically those arising in a context of algebra [6, 15].

The approach comprises three steps. The first one consists in associating with the
rewrite system RL a certain inverse monoid GeomL of partial operators by taking
into account where and in which direction the rules are applied; this monoid is called
the geometry monoid for L as it captures several specific geometrical phenomena
specific to L.

The second step consists in replacing the inverse monoid GeomL with a group
GeomL that resembles it: when the laws of L are simple enough, typically when no
variable is repeated more than once in each side of the laws, the group GeomL can
be defined to simply be the universal group of GeomL; in more complicated cases,
a convenient group can be obtained by investigating the local confluence relations
holding in GeomL and defining GeomL to be the group presented by these relations.

The third—and technically main—step is an internalization process that replaces
the external action of GeomL on terms by an internal multiplication in GeomL.

When all three steps can be completed, various questions about the laws L can
be successfully addressed, typically constructing algebras that satisfy these laws, or
solving the word problem of L, i.e., designing an algorithm that decides whether
two terms are equivalent under the congruence generated by RL.
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2 PATRICK DEHORNOY

In this paper, we shall present the approach in a general setting and mention
some of the existing examples. However, in order to make this paper more than a
survey, we shall put the emphasis on a new example for which the method had not
been considered before, namely the case of the augmented left self-distributivity
laws, or ALD-laws, defined to be the following three laws

(ALD)






x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (x ∗ y) ∗ (x ∗ z),

x ∗ (y ◦ z) = (x ∗ y) ◦ (x ∗ z),

x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (x ◦ y) ∗ z.

These laws and the algebras that satisfy them, called ALD-algebras in this paper,
appeared recently in several frameworks [12, 13, 14], and they had never been ad-
dressed from the point of view of the geometry monoid. We shall see that a number
of technical questions remain open in this seemingly difficult case. Nevertheless, the
method is sufficient to naturally lead to the construction of a (highly non-trivial)
example of such an ALD-algebra. Technically, the main step is the construction of
what is called a blueprint for the ALD-laws.

The leading principle underlying the approach is to use the geometry monoid to
guess some formulas, and then to check the latter by a direct verification. Typi-
cally, concentrating on the possible confluence relations that hold in the geometry
monoid GeomL and using these relations for introducing a group GeomL relies on
a heuristic approach rather than on any uniform proved argument. Now the point
is that this approach, which might seem loose, actually works in some definitely
non-trivial cases: thus what legitimates the scheme is not some general a priori
argument, but rather its a posteriori success.

The paper is organized as follows. The geometry monoid GeomL is introduced
in Section 1. The process for going from the monoid GeomL to a group GeomL

is described in Section 2. The principle of internalizing terms in the geometry
monoid/group is explained in Section 3. Next, we show in Section 4 how the general
study developed in Sections 2 and 3 can be used, in good cases, to investigate a
family of algebraic laws, with a special emphasis on the example of ALD. Finally, in
Section 5, we briefly address the question of recognizing whether GeomL is a group
of fractions, which amounts to investigating whether a locally confluent system
is actually confluent: we insist on some methods for doing that even in a non-
noetherian framework, i.e., when the standard methods fail.

1. The geometry monoid GeomL

The first step in our study consists in analysing a rewrite system by means of a
monoid of partial operators. The general idea is as follows. If R is a rewrite system
on some set T , then, in the most general situation, several rules may be applied to
a given element t of T , and, on the other hand, not every rule need to apply to t,
so the action of R on T cannot be described by functional operators in a natural
way. However, by fixing the value of enough parameters, we can always discard the
lack of uniqueness and describe R in terms of partial functional operators.

Here we shall apply this scheme in the case when T is a set of terms and R
consists of rules that can be applied to various subterms, more precisely when R
is the rewrite system associated with a family of algebraic laws. In this case, we
shall obtain uniqueness, hence functionality, whenever the rule and the position are
fixed.
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1.1. Applying an algebraic law. For F a signature consisting of operation sym-
bols exclusively, and X a nonempty set of variables, we denote by TermF ,X the
family of all terms built using operation symbols from F and variables from X .
Practically, we shall assume that some infinite list of variables has been fixed, and
drop the reference to X , thus writing TermF for TermF ,X . An algebraic law is a
pair of terms {l, r}—usually denoted as l = r. We shall speak of an ordered alge-
braic law to insist that the pair (l, r) is ordered, i.e., a distinguished orientation is
chosen. For instance, there are two oriented versions for the standard associativity
law x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z, namely the pair (x · (y · z), (x · y) · z), and the symmetric
pair. Note that, as the commutativity law is x · y = y · x is involutive, there is, up
to a substitution of variables, only one oriented version.

In this context, the fundamental operation of applying an algebraic law to a
term corresponds to a rewrite system: applying l = r—i.e., {l, r}—to some term t
means replacing some subterm t0 of t which happens to be a substitute of l with
the corresponding substitute t′0 of r, or vice versa. This means that there exists
a position α and a substitution σ, i.e., a mapping from X into TermF , such that
the αth subterm of t is lσ and t′ is obtained from t by replacing the αth subterm
with rσ—or vice versa exchanging the roles of l and r (Figure 1). In other words,
we apply one of the two rules l → r, r → l.

t t′

l

α α

︸ ︷︷ ︸
t0 = lσ

r

︸ ︷︷ ︸
t′0 = rσ

Figure 1. Applying the law l = r to a term t, here viewed as a rooted
tree: one replaces some subterm t0 of t that is a substitute of l with the
corresponding substitute of r—or vice versa.

Definition 1.1. For each family of algebraic laws L involving the signature F , we
denote by RL the rewrite system on TermF consisting of all rules l → r and r → l
for l = r a law of L.

Thus, by very definition, we have

Proposition 1.2. Let L be a family of algebraic laws involving the signature F .
Then two terms t, t′ in TermF are L-equivalent if and only if one has t ↔L t′, where
↔L is the equivalence relation generated by RL.

1.2. Geometry monoid: the principle. The rewrite systems RL are not func-
tional: there may be many ways to apply one of its rules to a given term. However,
these systems can be viewed as the union of a family of partial functions, each of
which corresponds to choosing a law, an orientation, and a position.

For the sequel, it is convenient to fix an addressing system for the subterms of a
term, i.e., for the positions in a term. As is usual, we shall see terms as rooted trees
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(cf. Figure 1), where the inner nodes are labeled using operation symbols, and the
leaves are labeled using variables. Then a subterm of a term t is naturally specified
by the node where its root lies, which is itself determined by the path that connects
the root of the tree to that node. If all operation symbols are binary—which will be
the case in the examples considered below—we can for instance use finite sequences
of 0’s and 1’s to describe such a path, using 0 for “forking to the left” and 1 for
“forking to the right”. We use ∅ for the empty address, i.e., the address of the root.
If t is a term, and α is an address, we denote by sub(t, α) the α-th subterm of t,
i.e., the subterm of t whose position is specified by α. Note that sub(t, α) exists
only for α short enough: sub(t, ∅) always exists and equals t, but, for instance,
sub(t, 0) and sub(t, 1), which are the left and the right subterms of t respectively,
exist only if t is not a variable.

Definition 1.3. (i) Assume that L is an oriented algebraic law. For each address α
and each orientation e (namely + or −), we denote by Le

α the (partial) operator on
terms corresponding to applying L at position α in direction e.

(ii) For L a family of oriented laws, we define the geometry monoid of L, de-
noted GeomL, to be the monoid generated, using composition, by all operators Le

α

when L ranges over L, α ranges over all addresses, and e ranges over {+,−}.

We shall always think of the operators Le
α as acting on the right, thus writing t ·f

rather than f(t) for the image of the term t under the operator f . To be coherent,
we use the reversed composition, denoted •, in the geometry monoid. Thus, f • g
means “f then g”.

Remark 1.4. When a term t0 is a substitute of the term l, the substitution σ such
that t0 = lσ is not unique, as the value of xσ is uniquely determined only for those
variables x that occur in l. Hence, for L = (l, r), the operator L+

α is functional only
if the same variables occur in l and r. The laws that satisfy this condition will be
called balanced. Although this is not necessary, we shall always restrict to balanced
laws in the sequel. Thus we discard laws like x = x ∗ y; note that the algebras
obeying such laws are trivial.

By construction, every element in a geometry monoid GeomL is a finite product
of operators Le

α with L in L. It will be convenient in the sequel to fix the following
notation:

Notation 1.5. For L a family of (oriented, balanced) laws, we denote by WL the
free monoid generated by all letters Le

α with L ∈ L, α ∈ {0, 1}∗, and e ∈ {+,−};
we denote by eval the canonical evaluation morphism

eval : WL → GeomL.

Thus WL consists of all abstract products of letters Le
α, while GeomL consists

of actual operators on terms. We shall see soon that, in general (and as can be
expected), the evaluation mapping is far from injective, i.e., the geometry mon-
oid GeomL is far from free.
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1.3. Geometry monoid: the example of ALD. To illustrate our approach, we
consider the family (ALD) consisting of the following three algebraic laws:

x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (x ∗ z) ∗ (x ∗ z),(LD)

x ∗ (y ◦ z) = (x ∗ z) ◦ (x ∗ z),(ALD1)

x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (x ◦ y) ∗ z.(ALD2)

The specific interest of this choice is that, contrary to (LD) alone, the above mixed
laws, collectively denoted (ALD)—“Augmented Left self-Distributivity”—in the se-
quel, have never been investigated from the viewpoint of the geometry monoid and,
so, the results we shall obtain below are new.

Here the signature consists of two binary operation symbols ∗, ◦. The law (LD) is
the left self-distributivity law, which was extensively studied in [9]. The additional
laws (ALD1) and (ALD2) express that ∗ is left distributive with respect to ◦ and that
◦ behaves like a sort of composition relative to ∗. Many examples of LD-algebras,
i.e., of structures satisfying (LD), happen to be equipped with a second operation
that satisfies the mixed laws (ALD1) and (ALD2). This is in particular the case for
every group equipped with the LD-operation x ∗ y := xyx−1: in this case, defining
the second operation to be the multiplication x◦y := xy yields an ALD-algebra—and
more, actually, namely an LD-monoid in the sense of [9], Chapter XI.

By definition, the geometry monoid GeomALD is generated by three families of
operators, corresponding to the three laws. In the specific case, we observe that the
actions of the operators LD+

α and (ALD1)
+

α are parallel, as both consist in distributing
the left subterm to the two halves of the right subterm. However, their domains are
disjoint, as LD+

α applies only when the symbol at α1 is ∗, while (ALD1)
+

α applies only
when the symbol at α1 is ◦. Hence, instead of considering two operators separately,
we shall introduce their union, which is still functional, and denote it by Σ+

α. In
particular, we have

(1.1) Σ+

∅
: t1 ∗ (t2 � t3) → (t1 ∗ t2) � (t1 ∗ t3),

i.e., Σ+

∅
, which will be also simply denoted Σ+, is the operator that maps every

term of the form t1 ∗ (t2 � t3) to the corresponding term (t1 ∗ t2) � (t1 ∗ t3), where
� stands for either ∗ or ◦. Similarly, we have

(1.2) A+

∅
: t1 ∗ (t2 ∗ t3) → (t1 ◦ t2) ∗ t3,

i.e., A+

∅
, also denoted A+, maps every term of the form t1 ∗ (t2 ∗ t3) to (t1 ◦ t2) ∗ t3.

By definition, the geometry monoid GeomALD is the monoid generated by all partial
operators Σ+

α, Σ−

α, A+

α, and A−

α with α ranging over {0, 1}∗.
As displayed in Figure 2, a given term may belong to the domain and the range

of several operators Σ±
α and A±

α .

Remark 1.6. For a signature F comprising more than one operation symbol, as
is the case with ALD, only taking into account the address where a law is applied
does not exhaust all information. Indeed, when an operator Le

α is applied to a
term t, the complete list of the operation symbols that occur in t above α may be
important, typically in terms of the relations possibly connecting various operators.
In order to include such data, we can use positions instead of addresses to index the
operators of the geometry monoid, a position being defined to be a finite sequence
of even length consisting of alternating operation symbols and forking directions:
for instance, (∗, 1) and (∗, 1, ◦, 0) are positions that refine the addresses 1 and 10
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∗

∗x1

∗x2

x3 x4

∗

∗x1

x4◦

x3x2

∗

∗ ∗

x1 ◦ x1 x4

x2 x3

∗

◦ x4

x1 ◦

x2 x3

A−
1

A+
∅

Σ+
∅

Figure 2. Case of ALD: Two positive operators apply to the term
x1 ∗ ((x2 ◦ x3) ∗ x4), namely Σ+

∅
and A+

∅
, while one negative operator

applies to it, namely A−

1
, i.e., the copy of A−

∅
acting at position 1.

respectively. In this framework, the operator A−
1 mentioned in Figure 2 would

become A−
(∗,1), i.e., A−

1 applied to a term with ∗ at the root. Observe that an

operator Le
α as defined in Definition 1.3 is, as a set of pairs of terms, just the

disjoint union of all operators Le
p with p a position that projects on the address α

when the operation symbols are forgotten. Although these refinements may be
necessary in some cases, they are not in the examples considered in this paper,
in particular ALD, and there will be no need to split the operators Le

α into more
elementary components.

1.4. Connection between GeomL and L-equivalence. We saw in Proposi-
tion 1.2 that L-equivalence is directly connected with the equivalence relation ↔L

associated with the rewrite system RL. As a consequence, it is also connected with
the geometry monoid GeomL:

Proposition 1.7. Let L be any family of algebraic laws involving the signature F .
Then two terms t, t′ in TermF are L-equivalent if and only if some element of the
geometry monoid GeomL maps t to t′.

Proof. Let us write t ≡ t′ if some operator of GeomL maps t to t′. First t ≡ t′

implies t ↔L t′. Indeed, by construction, t′ = t · Le
α implies t ↔L t′. As ↔L is

transitive, the same is true when several operators Le
α are composed.

Conversely, ↔L is the congruence generated by the instances of the laws of L,
so, in order to prove that t ↔L t′ implies t ≡ t′, it is enough to prove that ≡ is
a congruence on terms, and that it contains all instances of the laws of L. Now,
≡ is an equivalence relation because GeomL is closed under composition and con-
tains the identity mapping, and it is a congruence, i.e., it is compatible with all
operations of F . Indeed, assume that L+

α maps t to t′. Let t0 be any term and �

be any operation in F . Then—assuming that all operations of F are binary and
0, 1 addresses are used—the operator L+

0α maps t0 �t to t0 �t′, while L+

1α maps t�t0
to t′ � t0. Finally, assume that (t, t′) is an instance of some law L of L. This means
that there exists a substitution σ such that, assuming that L is l = r, one has t = lσ
and t′ = rσ. Now, by definition, L+

∅
maps t to t′, so t ≡ t′ holds. �
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Our aim in this paper is not to develop a general theory of the geometry monoid.
However, we mention two results, namely one about the structure of GeomL and
one about its dependence on L.

First, we observe that, by construction, each operator in the geometry mon-
oid GeomL is close to admitting an inverse. Indeed, the operator L−

α is, as a set of
pairs, the inverse of the operator L+

α, i.e., L+

α maps t to t′ if and only if L−

α maps t′

to t. This is not enough to make GeomL into a group, as the composition L+

α • L−

α

is the identity operator of its domain only, and not the identity operator of TermF
in general, but we have:

Proposition 1.8. Assume that L is a family of balanced algebraic laws. Then
GeomL is an inverse monoid.

Proof. Assume that f is a nonempty operator in GeomL. Then, by construction,
there exists a word w in WL such that f equals eval (w). Let w−1 be the formal
inverse of w, i.e., the word obtained from w by exchanging L+

α and L−

α everywhere
in w and reversing the order of the letters, and let g := eval(w−1). An immediate
induction shows that a pair of terms (t, t′) belongs to f if and only if the pair (t′, t)
belongs to g, and we deduce

f • g • f = f and g • f • g = g,

so every element in GeomL possesses an inverse as required for an inverse monoid—
this applies in particular to f = g = ∅. �

As for the second result, the equational variety associated with a family L of
algebraic laws involving the signature F is, by definition, the collection of all F -
structures that satisfy the laws of L. Different families of laws may give rise to the
same variety: for instance, when appended to the commutativity law xy = yx, the
associativity law x(yz) = (xy)z and the law x(yz) = z(yx) define the same variety.

Proposition 1.9. [7] Up to isomorphism, the monoid GeomL only depends on
the equational variety defined by L: if L and L′ define the same variety, then the
monoids GeomL and GeomL′ are isomorphic.

Sketch of proof. It suffices to show that, when we add to a family L a new law L that
is a consequence of the laws of L, then the geometry monoid is not changed. Assume
L = (l, r). By Proposition 1.7, the hypothesis that L is a consequence of L implies
that some operator f in GeomL maps l to r. The geometry monoid GeomL∪{L} is
obtained from GeomL by adding a new generator that is a product of the canonical
generators of GeomL, and, therefore, it is isomorphic to GeomL. �

2. Replacing the geometry monoid with a group

The first specific step that proves to be often useful in investigating the geometry
monoids consists in replacing the monoid GeomL with a group GeomL that resembles
it. The benefit of the replacement is the possibility of freely computing with inverses
and avoiding the problems possibly connected with the empty operator. However,
there is no universal recipe for going from GeomL to a (non-trivial) group, and we
shall complete the approach in specific cases only, by guessing confluence relations
in GeomL and introducing the abstract group defined by these relations.
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2.1. The linear case. For each inverse monoid M , there exists a biggest quotient
of M that is a group, namely the universal group U(M) of M obtained by collapsing
all idempotents to 1 [21]. When the geometry monoid GeomL does not contain the
empty operator, the idempotent elements are those operators that are identity on
their domain, and the associated group keeps enough information to be non-trivial.
We shall first briefly mention one case when this favourable situation occurs, namely
the case of linear laws.

Definition 2.1. A term t is said to be injective if no variable occurs twice in t. An
algebraic law l = r is said to be linear if it is balanced and, in addition, the terms l
and r are injective.

For instance, associativity and commutativity are linear laws, while self-distributi-
vity is not, as the variable x is repeated twice in the right hand term of x(yz) =
(xy)(xz).

In order to describe the case of linear laws, we start with a general result about
the elements of a geometry monoid.

Definition 2.2. Assume that f is an operator on TermF . We say that a pair of
terms (l, r) is a seed for f if f , as a set of pairs, consists of all instances of (l, r),
i.e., consists of all pairs (lσ, rσ) with σ a TermF -valued substitution.

If L is the law l = r, then L+

∅
consists of all instances of (l, r), so (l, r) is a seed

for L+

∅
. More generally we have:

Lemma 2.3. [9] Assume that L is a family of balanced algebraic laws involving a
single binary operation symbol. Then each nonempty operator f in GeomL admits
a seed.

Sketch of proof. First, every operator L+

α admits a seed, because, if (l, r) is a seed
for L+

∅
and x is a variable not occurring in l and r, then, assuming that ∗ is the

operation symbol, (x ∗ l, x ∗ r) is a seed for L+

1 , (l ∗ x, r ∗ x) is a seed for L+

0 , and an
easy induction gives the result for every L+

α.
Then, by construction, every operator in GeomL is a finite composition of oper-

ators Le
α with L in L, and, by definition, the latter admit seeds. Hence, the point is

to show that the composition of two operators admitting a seed still admits a seed
provided it is nonempty. So, assume that f and g consist of all instances of (l1, r1)
and (l2, r2), respectively. Two cases may occur. Either there exists no term that is
a substitute both of r1 and l2, and in this case f • g is empty. Or there exists such
a term. Then, as is well known [22], there exists a most general unifier (MGU) of
the terms r1 and l2, i.e., there exist two substitutions σ, τ satisfying r1σ = l2τ and
such that every common substitute of r1 and l2 is a substitute of r1σ. In this case,
it is easy to check that (l1σ, r2τ) is a seed for f • g. �

Remark 2.4. The restriction on the signature in Lemma 2.3 can be dropped at
the expense of splitting the operators L+

α according to positions as explained in
Remark 1.6, or, alternatively, of considering a more general notion of terms and
instances in which substitution is possible not only for variables but also for some
specific operation symbols considered as variables of a new type. Once again, there
is no need to go into details here, as we shall not use such notions.

Lemma 2.5. Assume that L is a family of linear laws involving a single binary
operation symbol. Then the seed of every operator in GeomL is a pair of injective
terms. Moreover, GeomL does not contain the empty operator.
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Proof. The MGU of two injective terms always exists and it is an injective term:
indeed, the only reason that may cause an unifier not to exist is a variable clash,
and this cannot happen with injective terms. So the result about the seed follows
from an induction. As for the empty operator, it cannot appear as the needed
unifier always exists. �

Definition 2.6. Assume that f, g are partial mappings on some set S. We say
that f ∼ g (resp. f ≈ g) holds if there exists at least one element x in S such that
f(x) = g(x) holds (resp. if f(x) = g(x) holds for every x in the intersection of the
domains of f and g).

When the geometry monoid GeomL contains the empty operator, the relations ∼
and ≈ need not be transitive. This however cannot happen in the linear case:

Proposition 2.7. [12] Assume that L is a family of linear laws. Then the re-
lations ∼ and ≈ coincide, and they are congruences on the monoid GeomL. Fur-
thermore, the quotient-monoid GeomL/≈ is a group, and it is the universal group
of GeomL.

Under the previous hypotheses, we shall denote by GeomL the group GeomL/≈.
So, in this case, we have a scheme of the form

(2.1) WL
onto

−−−−→ GeomL
onto

−−−−→ GeomL.

Moreover, the partial action of GeomL on terms induces a well-defined action
of GeomL as, by definition, all operators in a ≈-class agree on the terms that lie
in their domain. Furthermore, no information is lost when we replace GeomL

with GeomL in the precise sense that the counterpart of Proposition 1.7 is true: two
terms t, t′ are L-equivalent if and only if we have t′ = t · g for some g in GeomL.
So, in this case, one can replace the monoid GeomL with the group GeomL in all
further uses, and it is then natural to call the latter the geometry group of L.

Example 2.8. Let A denote the associativity law x(yz) = (xy)z. Then the corre-
sponding group GeomA is a well known group, namely R. Thompson’s group F [23].
In the case of associativity together with commutativity, the corresponding group
is R. Thompson’s group V —cf. [12].

Remark 2.9. Even in the smooth case of linear laws, the action of the group GeomL

on terms is a partial action: for t · g to be defined, it is necessary that t be large
enough. However, we can obtain an everywhere defined action by considering in-
finite trees; equivalently, this amounts to defining an action on the boundary of
the family of finite terms, which is a Cantor set in the case of terms involving one
binary operation symbol and one variable.

2.2. Confluence relations: the principle. Whenever the empty operator occurs
in the geometry monoid, the previous approach badly fails:

Lemma 2.10. Assume that GeomL contains the empty operator. Then the univer-
sal group U(GeomL) is trivial, i.e., it reduces to {1}.

Proof. Assume that π is a homomorphism of GeomL to a group. Then, for each f
in GeomL, we have ∅ • f = ∅, hence π(f)π(∅) = π(∅), whence π(f) = 1. �

Example 2.11. The case when there is no unifier frequently occurs. For instance,
in the case of the self-distributivity law (LD), every term t belonging to the range
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of Σ+

∅
satisfies sub(t, 00) = sub(t, 10); it follows that every term t in the range

of Σ+

∅
• Σ+

1 satisfies sub(t, 00) = sub(t, 100), and therefore sub(t, 00) 6= sub(t, 10).
Hence no term in the image of Σ+

∅
• Σ+

1 mays belong to the domain of Σ−

∅
: in

other words, the composition of the operators Σ+

∅
, Σ+

1 , and Σ−

∅
is empty, i.e., the

operator Σ+
•Σ+

1 •Σ−, as a set of ordered pairs, is the empty set, and, in particular,
its domain of definition is empty. In other words, we have in GeomLD—as well as
in GeomALD—the relation

eval (Σ+

∅
Σ+

1 Σ−

∅
) = ∅.

This implies that any word w in WLD containing Σ+

∅
Σ+

1 Σ−

∅
as a factor evaluates

in GeomLD into the empty operator. This is in particular the case for the sym-
metrized word Σ+

∅
Σ+

1 Σ−

∅
Σ+

∅
Σ−

1 Σ−

∅
, although the latter appears as freely reducing

to the empty word and one might therefore expect the associated operator to be
close to the identity.

The above situation almost always occurs when non-linear laws are involved. As
the example of (xy)(xz) = (xz)(xy) shows, it is not readily true that the presence of
at least one non-linear law in L forces the empty operator to belong to GeomL, but,
for instance, it is sufficient for implementing the argument used in Example 2.11
that L contains a law l = r such that, for some variable x, the sets {α1, ..., αp} and
{β1, ..., βq} where x respectively occurs in l and r are distinct and at least one of
them is not a singleton.

In such cases, the universal group U(GeomL) is of no use, and we have to look
for another method. A misleading attempt would be to try to modify the construc-
tion of the geometry monoid so as to artificially discard the empty operator. We
doubt that anything interesting can occur by doing so—see [9] for a more thor-
ough discussion. Instead, we shall now develop a completely different method for
associating with GeomL a group that keeps the meaningful information of GeomL,
namely finding a presentation of GeomL and introducing the group that admits this
presentation—whatever its connection with GeomL is.

Actually, finding a presentation of GeomL is in general out of reach, at least by a
direct approach. So, once again, we use an indirect approach consisting in isolating
some relations satisfied in GeomL using a uniform scheme, but not trying to prove
that these relations make a presentation: the latter will possibly come at the very
end when further constructions have been performed.

So, at this point, the problem is to find relations connecting the various opera-
tors Le

α of GeomL. In the sequel, we shall concentrate on positive relations, i.e., on
relations that involve the operators L+

α but not their inverses.

Definition 2.12. For L a family of oriented algebraic laws, we denote by R+

L the
rewrite system comprising the rules l → r for (l, r) in L; the positive geometry
monoid Geom+

L of L is defined to be the submonoid of GeomL generated by all
operators L+

α with L in L and α in {0, 1}∗.

The connection between the rewrite system R+

L and the positive geometry mon-
oid Geom+

L is similar to the connection between the rewrite system RL and the
geometry monoid GeomL. We shall be looking for relations in Geom+

L, i.e., for re-
lations connecting the operators L+

α in Geom+

L. The principle will be to investigate
the relations that possibly arise when two operators are applied to one and the
same term t, which amounts to inverstigating the local confluence of the rewrite
system R+

L. This means that, for all laws L, L′ in L and all addresses α, β, we look
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for relations of the generic form

(2.2) L+

α • ... = L′+
β • ...

In other words, we look for common right multiples in Geom+

L.

Definition 2.13. For f a (partial) mapping on TermF and α an address, we denote
by shα(f) the α-shift of f , defined to be the partial operator on TermF that consists
in applying f to the αth subterm of its argument: t · shα(f) is defined if and only if
sub(t, α) exists and sub(t, α) · f is defined, and, in this case, t · shα(f) is obtained
from t bt replacing the αth subterm by its image under f .

So, for instance, we have L+

α = shα(L+

∅
) for each law L and each address α, and,

more generally, L+

αβ = shα(L+

β) for all α, β.

As for confluence relations in the monoid Geom+

L, two general schemes will be
involved. The first one relies on the following general principle:

Lemma 2.14. Assume that α and β are incomparable addresses, i.e., there exists
γ such that γ0 is a prefix of α and γ1 is a prefix of β, or vice versa. Then, for all
partial operators f, g, we have

(2.3) shα(f) • shβ(g) = shβ(g) • shα(f).

Proof. (Figure 3) The operators shα(f) and shβ(g) act on disjoint subtrees, and
therefore they commute. �

α
β

γ
γ0 γ1

Figure 3. Incomparable addresses: The αth and βth subterms are
disjoint, and therefore operators acting on them commute.

In particular, we deduce:

Proposition 2.15. Assume that α and β are incomparable addresses, i.e., there
exists γ such that γ0 is a prefix of α and γ1 is a prefix of β, or conversely. Then
we have

(2.4) L+

α • L′+
β = L′+

β • L+

α.

The second general scheme appears in connection with what can be called a
geometric inheritance phenomenon.

Lemma 2.16. Assume that L is the oriented law (l, r) and that some variable x
occurs at addresses β1, ..., βp in l and at γ1, ..., γq in r. Then, for each (partial)
operator f acting on terms, we have

(2.5) shβ1
(f) • ... • shβp

(f) • L+

∅
= L+

∅
• shγ1

(f) • ... • shγq
(f).
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More generally, for each address α, we have

(2.6) shαβ1
(f) • ... • shαβp

(f) • L+

α = L+

α • shαγ1
(f) • ... • shαγq

(f).

Proof. (Figure 4) Assume that L+

∅
maps t to t′. This means that there exists a

substitution σ such that t is lσ and t′ is rσ. Let σ1 be the substitution defined
by yσ1 = yσ for y 6= x, and xσ1 = xσf . Let t1 := lσ1 and t′1 := rσ1. Then,
by construction, L+ maps t1 to t′1. Now, t1 is obtained from t by replacing the
subterms at addresses β1, ..., βp with their image under f , so we have

t1 = t · (shβ1
(f) • ... • shβp

(f)).

Similarly, t′1 is obtained from t′ by replacing the subterms at addresses γ1, ..., γq

with their image under f , so we have

t′1 = t′ · (shγ1
(f) • ... • shγq

(f)),

and (2.5) follows.
Relation (2.6) is deduced by applying shα to both terms of (2.5). �

x

β1 βp
γ1

γq
x

x
x x

l r

→

→

lσ rσ

xσ xσ
xσ

xσ xσ

β1 βp
γ1

γq

Figure 4. Inheritance phenomenon: If the variable x occurs
at β1, ..., βp in l and at γ1, ..., γq in r and nowhere else, then, for each
term lσ, the subterm xσ occurs at β1, ..., βp in lσ, and t γ1, ..., γq in rσ,
and applying f in each xσ before or after applying l → r leads to the
same result.

By applying Lemma 2.16 to the case when the operator f has the form L′+
δ , we

obtain:

Proposition 2.17. Assume that L is the oriented law (l, r) and that some vari-
able x occurs at addresses β1, ...βp in l and at γ1, ..., γq in r. Then, for all ad-
dresses α, δ and each law L′, we have

(2.7) L+

α • L′+
αγ1δ • ... • L′+

αγqδ = L′+
αβ1δ • ... • L′+

αβpδ • L+

α.

In general, the previous two general schemes do not exhaust all possible conflu-
ence relations in GeomL. Typically, no relation is obtained for pairs of the form
(α, αβ) where β is so short that it falls inside the terms l or r associated with the
considered law. In this case, no general scheme is known, and one has to look at
the specific terms in order to find possible confluence relations.
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2.3. Confluence relations: the example of ALD. We illustrate the previous
scheme on the case of ALD. The first family of confluence relations comprises the
trivial commutation relations, here all relations

(2.8) Lα • L′
β = L′

β • Lα for L, L′ = Σ, A and α, β incomparable.

The second family of confluence relations comprises the geometric inheritance re-
lations. As for the laws LD and ALD1, i.e., for the operator Σ, three variables are
involved in the rule

(2.9) x ∗ (y � z) → (x ∗ y) � (x ∗ z).

The variable x occurs at address 0 on the LHS of (2.9), while it occurs at 00 and 10
on the RHS. So Relation (2.7) is here

(2.10) Σ+

α • L+

α0δ = L+

α00δ • L+

α10δ • Σ+

α

for L = Σ, A. Similarly, the variable y occurs at 10 on the LHS of (2.9), and at 01
on the RHS, while the variable z occurs at 11 on both sides. Thus Relations (2.7)
become

Σ+

α • L+

α10δ = L+

α01δ • Σ+

α,(2.11)

Σ+

α • L+

α11δ = L+

α11δ • Σ+

α for L = Σ∅, A∅.(2.12)

The treatment is analogous for the law ALD2, i.e., for the operator A. Three vari-
ables occur in the rule

(2.13) x ∗ (y ∗ z) → (x ◦ y) ∗ z.

The variable x occurs at 0 on the LHS of (2.13), and at 00 on the RHS; y occurs
at 10 and at 01 respectively; finally, z occurs at 11 and at 1. The corresponding
Relations (2.7) are

A+

α • L+

α0δ = L+

α00δ • A+

α,(2.14)

A+

α • L+

α10δ = L+

α01δ • A+

α,(2.15)

A+

α • L+

α11δ = L+

α1δ • A+

α,(2.16)

again for L = Σ, A.
With the previous approach, we succeeded in finding one relation of type (2.2)

for all pairs α, β, with the exception of the pairs {A+

α, Σ+

α}, as well as all pairs
{L+

α, L′+
α1}. So the question is whether we can find in Geom+

ALD relations of the form

Lα • ... = L′
α • ... and Lα • ... = L′

α1 • ...

when (L, L′) ranges over the various combinations of Σ and A. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, there exist such relations, namely

Σ+

α • Σ+

α1 • Σ+

α = Σ+

α1 • Σ+

α • Σ+

α1 • Σ+

α0,(2.17)

Σ+

α • Σ+

α1 • A+

α = A+

α1 • Σ+

α • Σα0,(2.18)

A+

α • Σ+

α = Σ+

α1 • Σ+

α • A+

α1 • A+

α0.(2.19)

Notice that all cases are not covered: there is no relation A+

α... = Σ+

α..., or
A+

α... = A+

α1... in the list above.
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*

*

* *

* * *

* *

*

* *

* *

* * * *

* *

* *

1

1 1 1

1 1

1

1 1

1 1 1 1

2 2 2

2 22 2 2 2

3 3 3

3 3 3

44 4

444

Σ+

1 Σ+

∅

Σ+

∅
Σ+

1

Σ+

∅
Σ+

1 Σ+

0

*

*

* *

* * *

* *

*

*

* *

* * *

* *

1

1 1 1

1 1

1

1 1

1 1

1

2 2 2

22 2

3 3 3

3 3 3

44 4

444

* *

*

A+

1 A+

∅

Σ+

∅
Σ+

1

Σ+

∅
Σ+

0

*

*

*

1

12 2

3

3

4

4

*

* *

* *

* *

* *1

1 1

1 12 22 2 2 23 3

3 4

44

Σ+

1 Σ+

∅

A+

∅

Σ+

∅
A+

1 A+

0

Figure 5. Three more types of confluence relations in GeomALD: here
� stands for both ∗ or ◦, the numbers stand for the indices of the vari-

ables.

2.4. The geometry group. According to the principle considered above, we in-
troduce the abstract group for which the confluence relations of GeomL make a
presentation.

Definition 2.18. For L a family of oriented algebraic laws, we define the geometry
group GeomL of L to be the group generated by formal copies of the operators L+

α

for L in L, subject to all confluence relations connecting these operators in the
monoid Geom+

L. We denote by eval the canonical evaluation morphism of WL

onto GeomL.
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Example 2.19. In the case of the ALD-laws, the group GeomALD is, by definition, a
group generated by two infinite series of generators Σα and Aα indexed by finite
sequences of 0’s and 1’s, subject to the relations (2.8), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), (2.17),
(2.18), and (2.19).

Example 2.20. Let us come back to the (linear) associativity law A. One easily
checks that, for each pair of addresses α, β, there exists a natural confluence relation
of the form A+

α • ... = A+

β • ... in the positive monoid Geom+

A . Indeed, besides the
quasi-commutativity inheritance relations

A+

α • A+

α0δ = A+

α00δ • A+

α, A+

α • A+

α10δ = A+

α01δ • A+

α, A+

α • A+

α11δ = A+

α1δ • A+

α,

the only missing pairs are the pairs α, α1, and the famous MacLane–Stasheff pen-
tagon equality ??

A+

α • A+

α = A+

α1 • A+

α • A+

α1

completes the picture. Then the group GeomA presented by the above relations
coincides with the group GeomA/≈ of Proposition 2.7, i.e., with R. Thompson’s
group F [8]: so, in this case, the method based on presentation by confluence
relations subsumes that of Section 2.1.

When confluence relations are used to introduce the group GeomL, the connection
between the monoid GeomL and the group GeomL is not obvious. Indeed, instead
of the sequence of (2.1), the scheme is now

(2.20)

WL
onto

−−−−→
eval

GeomL

onto

yeval

GeomL

and it is not clear whether any factorization connects GeomL and GeomL. In order
to prove that there exists a morphism from GeomL to GeomL, we ought to know
that the selected confluence relations exhaust all relations holding in GeomL—
which cannot be the case if the empty operator occurs. And, in order to prove that
there exists a morphism from GeomL to GeomL, we ought to be able to control the
pairs L+

α • L−

α in GeomL. Precisely, assume that w, w′ are words in WL that satisfy
eval(w) = eval(w′), i.e., that represent the same element of GeomL. This means
that there exists a finite sequence of words w = w0, w1, ..., wn = w′ such that each wi

is obtained from the previous one either by applying one of the confluence relation,
or by deleting some subfactor LαL−1

α or L−1
α Lα, or by inserting such a subfactor.

In the first two cases, the associated operators are equal, but, in the third case, the
associated operators need not be equal, and, in particular, the empty operator may
appear. So we cannot deduce from the fact that w, w′ represent the same element
in GeomL the fact that they represent the same element in GeomL. However, and
this is an important point, even if we cannot directly compare GeomL and GeomL,
we can use the properties of GeomL as a sort of oracle for guessing properties
of GeomL, and then try to find a direct proof for the results so conjectured.

3. Internalization of terms

At this point, we have have associated a monoid GeomL, and in some cases
a group GeomL, with each family of algebraic laws L. By construction, there is
a partial action of the monoid GeomL on terms, and similarly, at least in the
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case of linear laws, a partial action of the group GeomL on terms. The next step
consists in trying to carry terms inside the monoid GeomL and/or the group GeomL,
so as to replace the external action of the monoid or the group on terms by an
internal operation, typically a multiplication in good cases. Once again, we have
no general solution, but we explain how to complete the construction in good cases,
and specifically in the case of the ALD-laws.

3.1. Blueprint of a term: the principle. A priori, terms and operators of the
geometry monoid live in disjoint worlds: the only connection is that operators act
on terms. The principle we shall apply in the sequel—and which turns out to be
efficient in good cases—consists in building inside the geometry monoid GeomL,
and simultaneously inside the geometry group GeomL that mimicks its algebraic
properties, a copy of each term, so that the action of operators on terms translates
into a simple operation inside GeomL and GeomL, typically a multiplication. This
copy of a term t in GeomL will be called the blueprint of t.

We recall that, for F a list of operation symbols, TermF denotes the family of all
terms constructed using the operations of F and variables from an infinite list X .
In the sequel, we assume that x is a fixed element of X , and use TermF ,x for the
family of all terms constructined using the operations of F and the single variable x.

The general principle is as follows. Assume that L is a family of algebraic laws
involving the signature F , and we have an injective map (“carbon copy”)

(3.1) Cc : TermF ,x → GeomL,

i.e., a representation of terms inside the geometry monoid GeomL. If t, t′ are L-
equivalent terms, i.e., by Proposition 1.7, if some element f of GeomL maps t to t′,
there must exist some relation between the copies Cc(t) and Cc(t′). We shall be
interested in the case when this relation takes the form

(3.2) Cc(t · f) ∼ Cc(t) • ϕ(f)

where ϕ is some endomorphism of GeomL, i.e., when the action of GeomL on terms
becomes a right multiplication twisted by endomorphism at the level of the copies—
optimally, we might hope for an equality in (3.2), but the problem of the empty
operator makes a true equality impossible in most cases: this is precisely why we
shall subsequently resort to the group GeomL. We recall that WL denotes the family
of all abstract words in the letters L±1

α for L in L and α an address. By construction,
every operator in GeomL is a finite product of elementary operators L±

α , so it can
be expressed as eval(w) where w is a word in WL, and (3.2) can be restated as

(3.3) Cc(t · eval (w)) ∼ Cc(t) • ϕ(eval (w))),

for t in TermF ,x and w in WL such that t · eval (w) is defined.
Now, according to the general principle of Section 2, we wish to replace the

monoid GeomL with the group GeomL. If the construction of the mapping Cc is
explicit enough, we can mimick it in the group GeomL, thus defining a similar
(hopefully injective) mapping

(3.4) Cc : TermF ,x → GeomL

and use Cc(t) as a copy of t inside GeomL. If GeomL resembles GeomL enough, we
may hope that the counterpart of (3.3) holds in GeomL, so that we can carry the
action of GeomL on terms inside the group GeomL. We are thus led to the following
notion:
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Definition 3.1. Assume that L is a family of oriented algebraic laws involving the
signature F , and that φ is an endomorphism of GeomL. A mapping Cc : TermF ,x →
GeomL is said to be a φ-blueprint if the relation

(3.5) Cc(t · eval (w)) = Cc(t) · φ(eval(w))

holds in GeomL for every term t and every word w in WL such that t · eval (w) is
defined.

Thus, a φ-blueprint transforms the operation of applying the laws of L into a
multiplication twisted by φ in the group GeomL. The interest of a φ-blueprint will
be discussed in Section 4 below. The general idea is that it allows for carrying
the problems about L-equivalence inside the presented group GeomL, and therefore
may lead to solutions when the latter is under control. Typically, carrying the
relation ↔L to GeomL using the map Cc supposed to be injective yields a new
equivalence relation inside GeomL that may be more easily controlled than ↔L

itself.

Remark 3.2. A constant mapping provides a blueprint, certainly a trivial and
uninteresting one. In the sequel, we are mainly interested in blueprints that are
injective or close to, but we shall see that, in certain cases like that of ALD, even a
blueprint that is not proved to be injective may be useful. That is why we do not
require injectivity in Definition 3.1.

3.2. Blueprint of a term: the example of ALD. In order to realize the approach
sketched above, i.e., to construct a blueprint, in the case of the ALD-laws, the first
step consists in representing terms in GeomL, i.e., in selecting for each term t a
certain operator Cc(t) in the geometry monoid GeomL that in some sense charac-
terizes t. A general idea is to choose an operator that constructs t starting from
some fixed absolute startpoint. This procedure heavily depends on the specific al-
gebraic laws we are investigating, here ALD. We use Term∗,◦,x for the family of all
well-formed terms involving two binary operators ∗, ◦ and the single variable x.

The solution we develop relies on some specific property of the ALD-laws, namely
the existence of an absorption phenomenon. To decribe this phenomenon, let us
define right vines to be those terms of Term∗,◦,x inductively specificed by

(3.6) x[n] :=

{
x for n = 1,

x ∗ x[n−1] for n > 2.

The associated trees are “all to the right” trees. The following result expresses
that, in presence of the laws of ALD, every term t of Term∗,◦,x is absorbed by all
sufficiently large right vines.

Lemma 3.3 (absorption lemma). For each term t in Term∗,◦,x, there exists a
positive integer p such that

(3.7) x[n] ↔ALD t ∗ x[n−p] holds for n large enough.

Proof. The property is true with p = 1 for t = x and n > 2 (in which case the
equivalence is an equality), so, in order to establish it for every term in Term∗,◦,x, it
is enough to show that, if (3.7) holds for t1 and t2, then it holds for t1 ∗ t2 and for
t1 ◦ t2 as well. So assume x[n] ↔ALD t1 ∗x[n−p1] for n > m1 and x[n] ↔ALD t2 ∗x[n−p2]
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for n > m2. We obtain for n > max(m1 + p2, m2 + p1)

x[n] ↔ALD t1 ∗ x[n−p1] by hypothesis,

↔ALD t1 ∗ (t2 ∗ x[n−p1−p2]) by hypothesis,

↔ALD (t1 ∗ t2) ∗ (t1 ∗ x[n−p1−p2]) by LD,

↔ALD (t1 ∗ t2) ∗ x[n−p2] by hypothesis.

Similarly, we have for n > max(m1, m2 + p1)

x[n] ↔ALD t1 ∗ x[n−p1] by hypothesis,

↔ALD t1 ∗ (t2 ∗ x[n−p1−p2]) by hypothesis,

↔ALD (t1 ◦ t2) ∗ x[n−p1−p2] by ALD2,

so the induction is completed. �

By Proposition 1.7, the equivalence of (3.7) must be witnessed for by some
operator of the geometry monoid GeomALD: for each term t in Term∗,◦,x and every
integer n, there must exist an operator Cc(t) in GeomALD, hence a composition of
operators Σ±

α and A±
α , that maps x[n] to t ∗ x[n−p]. Actually, the inductive proof

of Lemma 3.3 gives not only the existence of such a witness, but only an inductive
construction for such a witness.

Lemma 3.4. For t in Term∗,◦,x, inductively define Cc(t) in GeomALD by

(3.8) Cc(t) =






id for t = x,

Cc(t1) • sh1(Cc(t2)) • Σ+

∅
• sh1(Cc(t1))

−1 for t = t1 ∗ t2,

Cc(t1) • sh1(Cc(t2)) • A+

∅
for t = t1 ◦ t2.

Then, for every term t in Term∗,◦,x, there exists p such that, for every n large
enough, we have

(3.9) Cc(t) : x[n] 7→ t ∗ x[n−p].

Proof. The formulas of (4.7) are a mere translation of the successive equivalence
steps in the proof of Lemma 3.3, and the result is then a straightforward verification.

�

Note that (3.9) guarantees that the mapping Cc is injective, since the term t can
be recovered from the operator Cc(t). So it is coherent to use the operator Cc(t) as
a counterpart of the term t inside the geometry monoid GeomALD. According to the
general scheme of Section 3.1, we shall now analyse the counterpart of the action
of GeomL on terms.

Lemma 3.5. For each term t in Term∗,◦,x and each operator f in GeomALD such
that t · f is defined, we have

(3.10) Cc(t · f) ∼ Cc(t) • sh0(f).

Proof. Let t′ = t·f . Then, for each term t1, the operator sh0(f) maps the term t∗t1
to t′∗t1—and, similarly, t◦t1 to (t·f)◦t1. So, in particular, sh0(f) maps t∗x[n] to t′∗
x[n] for each n. Now, by Lemma 3.4 (and for n large enough), the operator Cc(t)

maps x[n] to t ∗ x[n−p], while Cc(t′) maps x[n] to t′ ∗ x[n−p′] for some p′. This

means that both Cc(t) • sh0(f) and Cc(t′) map x[n] to t′ ∗ x[n−p′]. Hence, in the
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monoid GeomALD, the two operators Cc(t) • sh0(f) and Cc(t′) agree on at least one
term, namely t, which, by definition, means that (3.10) holds. �

We thus obtained in the case of ALD a relation of the form (3.2), the involved
endormorphism of GeomALD being sh0. Expressed on the shape of (3.3), the relation
reads

(3.11) Cc(t · eval (w)) ∼ Cc(t) • sh0(eval (w))

for t a term in Term∗,◦,x and w a word in WALD such that t · eval(w) is defined.
Following the general scheme of Section 3.1 again, we now mimick the con-

struction of Cc inside the group GeomALD. Using shα to denote the endomorphism
of GeomALD that maps Σα to Σ1α and Aα to A1α for each address α, this amounts
to setting:

Definition 3.6. We inductively associate with every term t in Term∗,◦,x an ele-

ment Cc(t) of GeomALD, also denoted t̂, by

(3.12) Cc(t) =






1 for t = x,

Cc(t1) · sh1(Cc(t2)) · Σ∅ · sh1(Cc(t1))
−1 for t = t1 ∗ t2,

Cc(t1) · sh1(Cc(t2)) · A∅ for t = t1 ◦ t2.

Example 3.7. Let t be x ∗ ((x ◦ x) ∗ x). Starting from Cc(x) = 1, we first find

Cc(x ◦ x) = 1 · sh1(1) · A∅ = A∅,

then
Cc((x ◦ x) ∗ x) = A∅ · sh1(1) · Σ∅ · sh1(A∅)−1 = A∅Σ∅A−1

1 ,

and, finally,

Cc(t) = 1 · sh1(A∅Σ∅A−1
1 ) · Σ∅ · sh1(1)−1 = A1Σ1A

−1
11 Σ∅.

If our intuition is correct, i.e., if the confluence relations defining the group GeomALD

capture enough of the geometry of the laws ALD, Relation (3.11) should follow from
the lattice relations in GeomALD, and, therefore, it should induce an equality in the
group GeomALD, i.e., we should have the relation

(3.13) Cc(t · eval (w)) = Cc(t) · sh0(eval(w)),

i.e., with our former definition, the mapping Cc should be an sh0-blueprint . This is
indeed the case—and this is the key point for our current analysis of the ALD-laws.
The nice feature is that, if the result is true—and it is—its proof must be a simple
verification.

Lemma 3.8. The mapping Cc is a sh0-blueprint for the ALD-laws.

Proof. For an induction on the length of the word w, it is enough to prove the result
when w consists of a single letter, i.e., it is one of A±1

α , Σ±1
α . Moreover, the cases

of A−1
α and Σ−1

α immediately follow from the cases of Aα and Σα, respectively. So,
the point is to establish the equalities

(3.14) Cc(t · Aα) = Cc(t) · A0α, Cc(t · Σα) = Cc(t) · Σ0α,

whenever the involved terms are defined.
We prove (3.14) using induction on the length of the address α. Let us begin

with α = ∅ and the case of Aα, i.e., of A∅. Saying that t · A∅ (i.e., t · A∅)
is defined, means that t can be decomposed as t = t1 ∗ (t2 ∗ t3), and, then, we
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have t′ = (t1 ◦ t2) ∗ t3. Using the commutation and quasi-commutation relations
of GeomALD, we find

t̂′ = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · A∅ · sh1(t̂3) · Σ∅ · A−1
1 · sh11(t̂2)

−1 · sh1(t̂1)
−1,

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · A∅ · Σ∅ · A−1
1 · sh11(t̂2)

−1 · sh1(t̂1)
−1,

t̂ · A0α = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ1 · sh11(t̂2)
−1 · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)

−1 · A0,

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ1 · Σ∅ · A0 · sh11(t̂2)
−1 · sh1(t̂1)

−1,

and the equality follows from (2.19), which gives A∅ · Σ∅ · A−1
1 = Σ1 · Σ∅ · A0.

We consider now the case of Σ∅. The hypothesis that t · Σ∅ is defined means
that t can be decomposed as t1 ∗ (t2 � t3), and, then, t′ is (t1 ∗ t2) � (t1 ∗ t3).
Assume first � = ∗ (this is the most complicated case). Using the commutation
and quasi-commutation relations of GeomALD, we find

t̂′ = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)
−1 · sh1(t̂1) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ1 · sh11(t̂1)

−1

· Σ∅ · sh11(t̂1) · Σ
−1
1 · sh11(t̂2)

−1 · sh1(t̂1)
−1

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ∅ · Σ1 · Σ∅ · Σ−1
1 · sh11(t̂2)

−1 · sh1(t̂1)
−1,

t̂ · Σ0α = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ1 · sh11(t̂2)
−1 · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)

−1 · Σ0

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ1 · Σ∅ · Σ0 · sh11(t̂2)
−1 · sh1(t̂1)

−1,

and the equality follows from the (2.17) relation Σ1 · Σ∅ · Σ1 · Σ0 = Σ∅ · Σ1 · Σ∅.
Assume now � = ◦. One finds

t̂′ = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)
−1 · sh1(t̂1) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ1 · sh11(t̂1)

−1 · A∅

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · Σ∅ · Σ1 · A∅ · sh1(t̂1)
−1,

t̂ · Σ0α = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · A1 · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)
−1 · Σ0

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · sh11(t̂3) · A1 · Σ∅ · Σ0 · sh1(t̂1)
−1,

and the equality follows from the (2.18) relation A1 · Σ∅ · Σ0 = Σ∅ · Σ1 · A∅.
The case α = ∅ is completed. From now on, we shall treat the cases of Aα

and Σα simultaneously, using Lα as a common notation. Assume first that the
address α is 0β for some β. The hypothesis that t ·Lα is defined implies that t can
be decomposed as t1 � t2, and, then, t′ is t′1 � t2, with t′1 = t1 · Lβ. Assume first

� = ∗. The induction hypothesis implies t̂′1 = t̂1 · L0β. We find

t̂′ = t̂1 · L0β · sh1(t̂2) · Σ∅ · L−1
10β · sh1(t̂1)

−1,

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · L0β · Σ∅ · L−1
10β · sh1(t̂1)

−1,

t̂ · L0α = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)
−1 · L00β ,

= t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · Σ∅ · L00β · sh1(t̂1)
−1,

and the equality follows from the (2.10) relation L0β · Σ∅ = Σ∅ · L00β · L10β .
Similarly, for � = ◦, we find

t̂′ = t̂1 · L0β · sh1(t̂2) · A∅ = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · L0β · A∅,

t̂ · L0α = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · A∅ · L00β ,

and the equality follows from the (2.14) relation L0β · A∅ = A∅ · L00β .
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The argument is similar when the address α is 1β for some β. The hypothesis
that t · Lα is defined implies that t can de decomposed as t1 � t2, and, then, t′ is
t1 � t′2, with t′2 = t2 · Lβ. Assume first � = ∗. The induction hypothesis implies

t̂′1 = t̂1 · L0β . We find now

t̂ · L0α = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)
−1 · L01β = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · Σ∅ · L01β · sh1(t̂1)

−1,

t̂′ = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · L10β · Σ∅ · sh1(t̂1)
−1,

and the equality follows from the (2.11) relation L10β ·Σ∅ = Σ∅ ·L01β . Finally, for
� = ◦, we have

t̂ · L0α = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · A∅ · L01β,

t̂′ = t̂1 · sh1(t̂2) · L01β · A∅,

and the equality follows from the (2.15) relation L10β · A∅ = A∅ · L01β. The
induction is complete. �

We thus completed the construction of a blueprint for the ALD-laws. It may be
observed that this construction induces the construction of a similar sh0-blueprint
for the LD-law considered alone: indeed, in the case of terms not containing the
operator ◦, the blueprint does not involve any generator Aα, and it can be checked
that the only relations needed to check the blueprint condition are present in the
group GeomLD.

Remark 3.9. Here the blueprints have been defined for terms in one variable only.
Developing a similar approach for terms involving several variables is possible, at
the expense of extending the geometry monoid GeomL by introducing additional
operators whose action is to shift the indices of the variables so as to still generate
all terms starting from right vines. We refer to [9] for details in the specific case of
the LD-law.

4. Using GeomL to study L

We claim that the geometry group GeomL is an interesting object that provides
useful information about the laws of L. The way this vague statement can be made
precise depends on the specific algebraic laws one considers. If the latter are simple,
typically associativity and/or commutativity, constructing an L-algebra or solving
the word problem of L is not a challenge, and in particular appealing to GeomL is not
necessary. However the group GeomL may be of interest in itself, as the enormous
literature devoted to R.Thompson’s groups F and V shows [23, 20, 4]. In the case of
complicated laws, typically self-distributivity or variants, constructing L-algebras
and solving the word problem of L may be difficult (and often even open) questions,
and then the geometry group may be useful. The basic scheme consists in exploiting
the blueprint construction—when it exists—to define an algebraic system satisfying
the laws of L on some quotient of the group GeomL.

4.1. Construction of algebraic systems: principle. The first, and more direct,
application of the previous approach is the construction of an algebra that obeys
some prescribed laws. The general principle is as follows:

Proposition 4.1. Assume that L is a family of balanced algebraic laws involving
the signature F , that Cc is a φ-blueprint for the laws L, and that H is a subgroup
of GeomL that includes the image of φ. For t a term in TermF ,x, let cl(t) be the
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left coset of Cc(t) modulo H. Then the map cl is constant on each ↔L-class, i.e.,
L-equivalent terms have the same image.

Proof. Assume that t and t′ are L-equivalent terms in Term∗,◦,x. By Proposition 1.7,
there must exist an operator in GeomL that maps t to t′, and, therefore, there must
exist a word w in WL such that t ·eval (w) is defined and equal to t′. Then, by (3.5),
we have Cc(t′) = Cc(t) · φ(eval(w)) in GeomL, so the hypothesis gives

(Cc(t))−1 · (Cc(t′)) ∈ H,

i.e., Cc(t) and Cc(t′) lie in the same H-coset. �

Corollary 4.2. Under the same hypothesis, let M be the image of the mapping cl.
For each operation symbol � in F , define an operation in M by

Cc(t)H � Cc(t′)H := Cc(t � t′)H.

Then M equipped with these operations is an L-algebra, i.e., an F-structure satis-
fying all laws of L.

Note that, in general, nothing guarantees that the system so obtained is non-
trivial: it might happen that the quotient-structure H\GeomL collapses to a point.
This does not happen in the cases we shall consider: on the contrary, the obtained
algebraic systems will turn out to be free, i.e., as far from trivial as possible.

4.2. Construction of algebraic systems: the example of ALD. We return to
our leading example, namely the ALD-laws. In Section 3 we constructed a sh0-
blueprint Cc for ALD, so Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 directly apply for each
subgroup H of GeomALD including the image of sh0, typically H := sh0(GeomALD).
We thus obtain an ALD-algebra whose domain is some subset of the coset set
sh0(GeomALD)\GeomALD.

Actually, we can adapt the results to make them more simple and handy. Indeed,
instead of restricting to the image of the mapping cl, we can extend the construction
to the whole group GeomALD. To do that, the idea is obvious: we look at the inductive
definition of the blueprint, and define ∗ and ◦ to be the operations used to construct
Cc(t∗t′) and Cc(t◦t′) from Cc(t) and Cc(t′), i.e., we choose the operations on GeomALD

that make Cc a morphism from the free algebra (Term∗,◦,x, ∗, ◦) to GeomALD.

Lemma 4.3. On the group GeomALD define two new binary operations ∗, ◦ by

(4.1) x ∗ y := x · sh1(y) · Σ∅ · sh1(x)−1, x ◦ y := x · sh1(y) · A∅.

Then, for all x, y, z in GeomALD and � in {∗, ◦}, we have

(x ∗ y) � (x ∗ z) = x ∗ (y � z) · Σ0,(4.2)

(x ◦ y) ∗ z = x ∗ (y ∗ z) · A0,(4.3)

(x · sh0(z) � y = x � y · sh00(z),(4.4)

x � (y · sh0(z)) = x � y · sh01(z).(4.5)

Proof. The verifications are those already made in the proof of Lemma 3.8. The
only difference is that, in Section 3, we only consider elements of GeomALD that are
blueprints of terms, while, now, we consider arbitrary elements of GeomALD. Now
inspecting the proof of Section 3 shows that the specific form of the elements is
never used, and, therefore, the whole computation remains valid. �
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Relations (4.2) and (4.3) control the obstruction for (GeomALD, ∗, ◦) to be an ALD-
algebra, and show that the latter belongs to the subgroup sh0(GeomALD). Rela-
tions (4.4) and (4.5) show that the operations on GeomALD induce well-defined oper-
ations on the coset set sh0(GeomALD)\GeomALD. Thus we may state:

Proposition 4.4. Let M be the coset set sh0(GeomALD)\GeomALD. Then M equipped
with the operations induced by those of Lemma 4.3 is an ALD-algebra.

The subgroup sh0(GeomALD) is not normal, and, therefore, the associated coset set
is not a group. When we replace sh0(GeomALD) with a larger subgroup H of GeomALD,
typically the normal subgroup generated by sh0(GeomALD), we can still apply Propo-
sition 4.1, but it is not a priori sure that the operations ∗ and ◦ induce well-defined
operations on the whole of H\GeomALD. This however happens in good cases, as
here with ALD.

Lemma 4.5. Every normal subgroup of GeomALD that includes the image of sh0

contains all generators Σα and Aα such that α contains at least one 0.

Proof. For L = Σ or A, the commutation relation (2.15) gives L10 = A∅ ·L01 ·A
−1
∅

,
hence, inductively

L1i0α = A1i−1 · . . . · A1 · A∅ · L01iα · A−1
∅

· A−1
1 · . . . · A−1

1i−1 ,

which shows that ant normal subgroup containing all L0γ must contain all Lα such
that α contains at least one 0. �

Thus, collapsing all generators Σα and Aα such that α begins with 0 in GeomALD

requires to collapse all generators Lα such that α contains at least one 0, in which
case the quotient-group is generated by the images of the remaining generators,
namely the generators Σ1i−1 and A1i−1 with i > 1. Considering what remains from
the defining relations of GeomALD, and using σi and ai as simplified notation for Σ1i−1

and A1i−1 , we are led to the following group:

Definition 4.6. We let B
•

be the group generated two infinite sequences σ1, σ2, ...
and a1, a2, ... of generators subject to the relations

(4.6)

{
σiσj = σjσi, σiaj = ajσi, aiaj−1 = ajai, aiσj−1 = σjai,

σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, σi+1σiai+1 = aiσi, σiσi+1ai = ai+1σi

for i > 1 and j > i + 2.

(We do not claim that B
•

is the quotient of GeomALD by the normal subgroup
generated by sh0(GeomALD).) By construction, mapping Σ1i−1 to σi and A1i−1

to ai defines a surjective homomorphism π of GeomALD onto B
•

whose kernel in-
cludes sh0(GeomALD), and therefore the normal subgroup N it generates. However,
it might be that π collapses more than N , and proving that this does not happen
would require a more complete algebraic study of the group GeomALD, which is not
our current aim. Here, the only thing we wish to observe that, by mimicking once
again the construction of the blueprint, we can construct an ALD-structure on the
group B

•
:

Proposition 4.7. [13, 14] Let sh denote the endomorphism of the group B
•

that
maps σi to σi+1 and ai to ai+1 for every positive integer i. Define binary opera-
tions ∗, ◦ on B

•
by

(4.7) x ∗ y := x · sh(y) · σ1 · sh1(x)−1, x ◦ y := x · sh(y) · a1.
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Then (B
•
, ∗, ◦) is an ALD-algebra. Moreover, this ALD-algebra is torsion-free, i.e.,

every element of B
•

generates a free ALD-subsystem.

The group B
•

was introduced by M. Brin in [2, 3] and the author in [12] indepen-
dently, and its elements have been interpreted in [13] as parenthesized braids, an
refinement of standard Artin braids in which one takes into account the distances
between the strands. The above results show that, in the context of the ALD-laws,
the connection between GeomALD and B

•
is similar to the connection between the

geometry group of self-distributivity and the braid group B∞, as investigated in [9].
The benefit of the geometry monoid approach is to make the operations (4.7) nat-
ural and explain why they had to appear in this form and in this group.

4.3. Presentation of GeomL. A different use of a blueprint is to allow for a closer
comparison between the monoid GeomL and the group GeomL in the non-linear
case. We observed that GeomL is constructed by means of a list of confluence
relations holding in GeomL, but, in general, there is no reason why this list should
be complete, i.e., provide a presentation of GeomL. Actually, when the empty
operator belongs to GeomL, it cannot be the case that the confluence relations
exhaust all relations of GeomL as no such relation involves ∅. However, the true
question is to control the relations of GeomL that do not involve the empty operator,
which amounts to describing the relation ∼ of Definition 2.6 on GeomL. Then, we
have the following solution:

Proposition 4.8. Assume that φ is injective and Cc is a φ-blueprint for the laws L.
Then the confluence relations used in the definition of GeomL generate all non-
trivial relations in GeomL in the following sense: for all word w, w′ in WL, the
relation eval(w) ∼ eval (w′) holds only if w and w′ represent the same element of
the group GeomL.

Proof. Assume that w, w′ are words in WL such that the associated operators eval(w)
and eval(w′) in GeomL are connected by ∼, i.e., there exists at least one term t
on which they agree. Let t′ be the common image of t under these operators. The
hypothesis that Cc is a φ-blueprint gives

Cc(t) · φ(eval(w)) = Cc(t′) = Cc(t) · φ(eval(w′))

in GeomL, whence φ(eval(w)) = φ(eval(w′)). If φ is injective, we deduce eval(w) =
eval(w′), i.e., the words w and w′ represent the same element of the group GeomL.

�

Example 4.9. We conjecture that the endomorphism sh0 is injective on the
group GeomALD, which would imply that the confluence relations listed in Section 2.3
generate, in the sense described above, all relations holding in the geometry mon-
oid GeomALD.

When we restrict from ALD to LD alone, then the argument is similar, and, in
that case, the injectivity of sh0 on GeomLD is known. What makes the case of ALD
more difficult is that, in the latter case, some confluence relations are missing, and
the group GeomALD is not a group of fractions for the positive monoid Geom

+

ALD, while
GeomLD is a group of fractions for Geom

+

LD. In both cases, proving the injectivity
of sh0 on the positive monoid is easy, but extending the result to the group is not
obvious hen the latter is not a group of fractions.
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4.4. Solving the word problem. Still another possibility is to use the blueprint
for solving the word problem of L, i.e., to construct an algorithm that decides
whether two terms t, t′ are equivalent modulo the laws of L.

Proposition 4.10. Assume that Cc is a Turing computable φ-blueprint for the
laws L, that P, Q are disjoint recursively enumerable subsets of GeomL such that P
includes the image of φ, and there is a binary relation ⋄ on TermF ,x such that, for
all terms t, t′, at least one of t ↔L t′, t⋄t′ holds and t⋄t′ implies Cc(t)−1

Cc(t′) ∈ Q.
Then the word problem of the laws L is solvable.

Proof. Let P̂ , Q̂ be disjoint recursive sets that include P and Q respectively. First
assume that t ↔L t′ holds. Under the hypotheses, this implies

Cc(t)−1
Cc(t′) ∈ Im(φ) ⊆ P ⊆ P̂ .

Conversely, assume that t ↔L t′ fails. Then necessarily t ⋄ t′ holds, which implies

Cc(t)−1
Cc(t′) ∈ Q ⊆ Q̂,

so t ↔L t′ is equivalent to Cc(t)−1
Cc(t′) ∈ P̂ . As the function Cc is assumed to

be Turing computable and the set P is assumed to be Turing decidable, the latter
condition is Turing decidable. �

Example 4.11. Let us consider the case of the LD-law. We know that there exists
an sh0-blueprint Cc for LD. Let t ⋄ t′ be the symmetric closure of the relation “t is
LD-equivalent to some iterated left subterm of some term LD-equivalent to t′”. Let
P be the subset of GeomLD consisting of those elements that can be expressed using
none of Σ∅, Σ−1

∅
, and let Q be the subset of GeomLD consisting of those elements that

can be expressed using exactly one of Σ∅, Σ−1
∅

. It is easy to show that every element
of GeomLD in the image of sh0 belongs to P , while t ⋄ t′ implies Cc(t)−1

Cc(t′) ∈ Q.
Moreover, one can show that P and Q are disjoint and recursive, so Proposition 4.10
implies that the word problem of LD is solvable [9]. This was the first solution for
a long standing open question—other solutions are known now.

A similar scheme was used in [10] to solve the word problem for the central
duplication law x(yz) = (xy)(yz)—and, in this case, no alternative solution is
known so far.

As for the word problem of the ALD-laws—for which a direct solution involving
the group B

•
of Definition 4.6 is known—the scheme might work as well, but, as

in Example 4.9, some pieces are missing as the group GeomALD fails to be a group of
fractions for the positive monoid Geom

+

ALD, making the verification of certain techni-
cal conditions problematic, typically the fact the expected sets P, Q are disjoint.

5. Proving global confluence

Let L be a family of oriented algebraic laws. Then we have introduced both the
geometry monoid GeomL, which corresponds to the rewrite system RL and to using
the laws of L with either orientation, and the positive geometry monoid Geom+

L,
which corresponds to the rewrite system R+

L and to using the laws of L in the
distinguished direction only. An important case is when the system R+

L turns out
to be confluent, and it is a technically significant issue to prove this confluence
result when possible.

The standard way for proving a confluence result consists in checking local con-
fluence and then using some noetherianity condition to conclude using the classical
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Newman lemma—see for instance [1, 16]. However, it turns out that, in the current
framework, the rules one considers are often ill-oriented, so that no noetherianity
can be expected. The aim of this short section is to present an alternative method
that can be used instead.

5.1. Least common expansion. Let us start with the example of the LD-law
x∗(y∗z) = (x∗y)∗(x∗z). If we orient it in the contracting direction (x∗y)∗(x∗z) →
x ∗ (y ∗ z), then the rule diminishes the size and is therefore neotherian, but it is
easily checked that confluence fails. When one chooses the expanding orientation,
namely x ∗ (y ∗ z) → (x ∗ y) ∗ (x ∗ z), then, as seen in Section 2.3, we obtain a
locally confluent system as, for each pair of addresses α, β, there exists one (and
exactly one) confluence relation Σ+

α • ... = Σ+

β • ..., where Σ+

α denotes “applying LD

at position α in the expanding direction”. Now, the rule increases the size of the
terms, and it is not noetherian as, for instance, starting with the term x ∗ (x ∗ x),
we can apply Σ+

∅
any number of times. So the general question is:

How to prove that the locally confluent system R+

L is possibly glob-
ally confluent (without assuming any noetherianity condition)?

Let us say that a term t′ is a degree d L-expansion of a term t is t′ is the image
of t under an element of Geom+

L that can be expressed as the product of at most d
elementary operators L+

α. The method developed in [9] uses the following criterion:

Proposition 5.1. Assume that there exists a mapping ∂ : TermF → TermF such
that, for each term t, the term ∂t is an L-expansion of all degree 1 L-expansions
of t and, moreover, the mapping ∂ is increasing w.r.t. →+

L, i.e., t →+

L t′ implies
∂t →+

L ∂t′. Then R+

L is confluent.

Proof. It is enough to prove that, for each d, the term ∂dt is a common L-expansion
of t of all degree d L-expansions of t. We use induction on d. The result is trivial
for d = 0, and it is true for d = 1 by hypothesis. Assume d > 2, and let t′ be a
degree d L-expansion of t. By hypothesis, there exists t1 such that t1 is a degree d−1
expansion of t, and t′ is a degree 1 expansion of t1. On the one hand, t′ is a degree 1
expansion of t1, hence ∂t1 is an expansion of t′. On the other hand, by induction
hypothesis, ∂d−1t is an expansion of t1, hence ∂dt is an expansion of ∂t1. Being an
expansion is transitive, hence ∂dt is an expansion of t′, as expected. �

The criterion was first designed for the case of self-distributivity [9], but it was
subsequently also applied in the case of central duplication [10], and in the case of
idempotency with or without self-distributivity [18]. In each case, the construction
of the operator ∂ heavily relies on the considered laws.

5.2. Group of fractions. An alternative solution for proving the possible conflu-
ence of the positive rewrite system R+

L consists in working in the geometry mon-
oid GeomL, or, rather, in its positive submonoid Geom+

L. Then we have the following
criterion:

Proposition 5.2. Assume that the monoid Geom+

L admits common right multiples
in the following strong sense: for all f, g in Geom+

L, there exist f ′, g′ satisfying
f • g′ = g • f ′ and, in addition, the domain of f • g′ is the intersection of the
domains of f and g. Then the rewrite system R+

L is confluent.
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Proof. Write t →+

L t′ if t rewrites to t′ with respect to R+

L. Now assume t →+

L t′

and t →+

L t′′. By Proposition 1.7, there exist f, g in Geom+

L satisfying t′ = t · f and
t′′ = t · g. By Proposition 5.2, there exist f ′, g′ in Geom+

L satisfying f • g′ = g • f ′

and such that the domain of f • g′ is the intersection of the domains of f and g,
hence contains t. Then we have

t′ · g′ = t · (f • g′) = t · (g • f ′) = t′′ · f ′,

i.e., letting t′′′ = t · (f • g′), we have t′ →+

LD t′′′ and t′′ →+

LD t′′′. �

In good cases, Proposition 5.2 can be proved using the group GeomL, or rather
the positive monoid Geom

+

L, and its presentation: here we denote by Geom
+

L the
monoid generated by generators Lα for L in L and α an address, subject to all
confluence relations connecting the operators L+

α in GeomL, i.e., the monoid that
admits, as a monoid, the same presentation as the group GeomL. Optimally, we
could expect that the possible existence of common right multiples in Geom

+

L implies
the existence of common right multiples in Geom+

L, in the strong form required in
Proposition 5.2. Always because of the empty operator, this need not be the case
in general. Nevertheless, we have

Proposition 5.3. Assume that L consists of semi-linear laws, i.e., laws l → r
with l an injective term (no variable repeated), and Geom

+

L admits common right
multiples. Then Geom+

L admits common right multiples and Proposition 5.2 applies.

Sketch of proof. Under the hypotheses, the empty operator does not appear in Geom+

L,
and it follows that Geom+

L is a homomorphic image of Geom+

L. Thus every relation
in Geom

+

L projects into a relation in Geom+

L, and, in particular, common multiples
in Geom

+

L induce common multiples in Geom+

L. �

So the question remains of proving the existence of common right multiples in
the monoid Geom

+

L. By hypothesis, we start with a presented monoid where the
relations are of the form Lα · ... = L′

β · ..., i.e., they assert the existence of some
common right multiples, and what we need is to extend the result so as to show that
any two elements of the monoid admit a common right multiple. This is easy if all
relations in the presentation turns out to have length at most 2 for, in that case, an
easy induction gives a common multiple of length at most p+q for any two elements
that can be expressed by words of length p and q. In more complicated cases—
typically in the case of the LD-law, where we have seen some confluence relations
involve words of length 3 or 4, like Σ∅Σ1Σ∅ = Σ1Σ∅Σ1Σ0—the method consists
in finding a family of words X that includes all generators Lα and is closed under
complement in the sense that, for all words u, v in X , there exists u′, v′ in X such
that both uv′ and vu′ represent a common right multiple of the elements of Geom+

L

represented by u and v. For instance, this approach works for LD, but it is rather
delicate and leads to an upper bound which, instead of p + q as above, is a tower
of exponentials of height 2p+q [9].

When one can prove that common (right) multiples exist in the monoid Geom
+

L,
and, that, in addition, the latter admits cancellation, then standard results [5]
guarantee that the group GeomL is a group of fractions for Geom

+

L, and this turns
out to be crucial in the study of GeomL. Again, proving that Geom+

L is cancellative
requires specific tools connected with the so-called word reversing method [11].
In many good cases (self-distributivity, associativity, central duplication), one can
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show that the divisibility relation gives Geom
+

L the structure of a lattice—but this
is beyond the scope of this paper.

6. Summary

We thus showed how introducing by means of confluence relations an abstract
group that is supposed to mimick the properties of the geometry monoid—hence
of the initial rewrite system—and then internalizing terms in that group so as to
transform the initial external action into an internal multiplication may allow to
solve nontrivial questions about a given family of algebraic laws.

In the case of non linear algebraic laws, i.e., when some variable is repeated at
least twice, due to the problem of the empty operator, the geometry monoid is an
intrinsically inconvenient object, and our approach for replacing it with a group
is the only known one. Of course, one might consider other relations than the
confluence relations. The latter proved to be suitable for the examples considered
here, but different schemes might prove relevant for other identities: for instance,
when commutativity is involved, the operators are involutive, and the associated
relations L2

α = 1 are not confluence relations. In some cases, one can keep the
principle of introducing the structure GeomL presented by the confluence relations
in GeomL, but taking GeomL to be a monoid rather than a group: typically, this has
to be done in the case of the idempotency law x = xx, as, in this case, confluence
relations of the type L+

∅
• L+

∅
= L+

∅
• L+

0 • L+

1 are satisfied, preventing GeomL from
admitting left cancellation—see [17]. So we see that the methods described here
require some flexibility in their application.

However, it should be possible to adapt all three main steps, namely introducing
a monoid of partial operators, replacing it with a group using a presentation, and
internalizing the rewrite system by representing the objects on which the initial
action is defined by copies inside the group, to more general frameworks. An
example is given in [12] where algebraic laws are replaced with a more complicated
action on terms (“twisted commutativity”); we think that more rewrite systems,
possibly of a completely different type, could be investigated using similar tools.
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